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Financial Assistance
Troop 365 Treasurer <troop365treasurer@gmail.com> Fri, Sep 22, 2023 at 11:24 AM
To: 

Good morning, Troop 365,

I just wanted to let everyone know that financial assistance is available to families who need help
covering dues. There is no credit check or bank info needed. All that is needed is your completing
the attached form and returning it to me or John Spinks. To my knowledge, we have not had to turn
away anyone asking for assistance yet, and these requests are kept confidential.

In addition to dues, families may also request assistance covering costs for camping trips, on a
case-by-case basis. There is no form needed for this type of request; we just need you to let me or
John know if there is a trip you need help covering the costs for. We will do our best to make sure
money is not an issue.

We have a great diversity in families and the types of contributions that can be made, and I see it as
normal and healthy that we contribute in different ways. Some can lead an event, some can serve
as leaders for scout groups, some can physically build and set up facilities, some can organize our
stuff well, some are great with tracking details, some can get people working together, some offer
perspective and encouragement, some can share storage space or loan tools, some can ask other
people to support us, some can transport people and stuff from one place to another, and some are
great at nourishing a crowd with food. I’m sure there are at least 10 more ways to help that I have
forgotten. But the point is, we need you all. So, we just ask that families receiving financial
assistance look within to determine how they can contribute within the Troop.

Please feel free to contact either of us at:
John Spinks: john@troop365nc.org
Brooke White: troop365treasurer@gmail.com
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